
EVERYTOKTOK

Tapping
Shampoo

PREMIUM

Hair
Tonic

Tap! tap! on your scalp!
Dab it to the core of the hair

200ml 6.8 fl.oz/

This product is directly applied and spread on the scalp

This product has proved mitigation of hair loss
in clinical demonstration

Can be spread across the scalp under a minute

The product is absorbed deeply into the targeted
area of the scalp

Nourishes and moisturises the scalp along with
massaging effects

Award winner of 2019 Invention Day held by the
Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy

2018 Bronze medal winner of Korean Invention
Patent Exhibition

Daily hair loss
care + Scalp nutritious
moisturizing project

120ml 4.05 fl.oz/

Shampoo exclusively for sebum mitigation
and exfoliation 

Method of application directly on the scalp

Clinical-tested for hair loss alleviation

Uses 100% nature-derived surfactant

Effective for scalp care

Bronze Prize Winner of Korea Invention Patent
Exhibition 2018

Facial wash and shampoo
then body wash at one time

Contains 41% natural salt full of minerals
from the West Sea

Ingredients of natural origin 

NO preservatives, NO chemical components

Water-free powder type 

Original Product (for home use,100g/3.53oz)
Stick type (portable,3g/0.11oz*10 units)

EVERYTOKTOK

EVERYTOKTOK TAPPING SHAMPOO PREMIUM EVERYTOKTOK HAIR TONIC EVERYTOKTOK WHOLE BODY POWDER CLEANSER (BOTTLEㆍSTICK)

BottleㆍStick

Whole Body
Powder

Cleanser

100g 3.53 fl.oz/Bottle 3g 0.11 oz/Stick



Add technology to your skin

Everyday

EVERYTOKTOK

BRAND STORY

This is the compound words of “EVERY DAY”

(daily use) and “TOK TOK” (meaning tapping softly) 

As for hair-loss and scalp care, it is important to take

care habitually. For constant care, it’s best to choose

an item which is convenient and has reliable ingredients.

EVERYTOKTOK is the beginning from hair tonic

that made new concept of hair loss and scarp care,

have tried to develope more convenient and

effective product improving the lack of existing

products and we are going to develope to the total

beauty brand which comsumers could believe.

82-70-4323-3005

www.etok.co.kr

everytoktok@naver.com

DREAMIN

What is
EVERYTOKTOK?
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